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Abstract  
 
Effective performance evaluation is the need of the hour for manufacturing 

industries. Among the improvement tools, Total Productive Maintenance 

(TPM) has been widely adopted in majority with above 60% of 

manufacturing industries. TPM suggests Overall Equipment Effectiveness 

(OEE) as a performance index towards the evaluation of its implementation. 

OEE is a significant quantitative metric but, it is insufficient in evaluating the 

complete manufacturing product line. To overcome this, overall line 

effectiveness is established towards evaluation of Continues Line 

Manufacturing System (CLMS). Practically in the CLMS for automotive and 

processing industries majority contain stock/inventory in between the process 

of product line and material handling. This paper envisages on the approach 

to measure the Overall Manufacturing Line Effectiveness (OMLE) by 

considering it in line with OEE and OLE. The effectiveness evaluation has 

been validated with the case study. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Proceeding towards excellence is tougher than ever in the manufacturing 

industries.  Irrespective of the worldwide competition, the customers are 

controlling the markets by fixing the product price [1]. Based on the 

manufacturing equation cost is the only parameter that needs to be addressed 

by the engineers of the industries [2]. Generally the effectiveness has been 

evaluated for single machine but the product has been manufactured with the 

help of different machine in order to estimate the effectiveness of all the 

machines in the product line first case (addition of individual machines 

performance parameter) and second case (multiplication of individual 

machine performance parameter both the approach will be lead to wrong 

conclusion about the performance of the product line so the new performance 

index has been developed with consideration of inventory between the 

machines in the product line.  

 

2 Literature Survey 
 

In order to be cost effective or cost cut down (to maintain the world class 

status), engineers need to use effective tools in manufacturing. Majority of 

the manufacturing industries find that despite major achievements in 

productivity [3], there are huge chances to utilize the machines further and 

move ahead in the foresaid / framed / achieved productivity goals and targets. 

One of the ways / tools to execute these challenges is TPM and Lean 

Manufacturing (LM). It is necessary to evaluate the output of the 

organisation by effectiveness evaluation and compare the benchmark with its 

leader of best in the field of the competitive market towards achieving world-

class status [4, 5]. The performance elements measured in the various 

indexes are not adequate to explain efficiency of sustainable production 

processes certain essential variables are not determined like costs and 

flexibility [6]. The manager can plan the target with product wise score card 

and frame the customer schedule adherence [7]. It will make the organisation 

to frame its goals towards achieving world-class. The main objective is to 

design an evaluation index for the continues line manufacturing system with 

or without inventory between the process in the product line. The novelty of 

the work is identify the real bottleneck process in the product line and 

estimate the actual effectiveness of the complete product line, the index will 

be of single performance parameter towards evaluation of complete product 

line consist of more processes and inventories between the sustainable 

processes. It also considers the losses occur in between the process of  
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slippage, handling, damage and defects during patrol inspection in addition 

to machine losses. 

 

2.1 Measurement of Effectiveness 
 

The index towards evaluation of TPM and LM implemented organisation 

are Through Put Effectiveness (TPE) and OEE. TPE acts as a performance 

indicator towards the effective implementation of Lean Manufacturing tool in 

industries. The improvement tool of LM is assessed by TPE [8] and is 

expressed in equation 1. Here Value Added Time (VAT) indicates the 

equipment cycle time needed to manufacture the product [9] whereas the 

time for material handling, transportation, inspection and idle are considered 

as Non Value Added Time (NVAT). The total time required from feeding of 

the input raw material to the output obtained at the end after the series of 

equipment‟s in a line is called Total Lead Time (TLT), which consists of 

numerical addition of VAT and NVAT.  

     
                      

                     
 ... (1) 

Similarly OEE acts as a performance indicator towards the effective 

implementation of TPM tool in industries. OEE has been expressed in 

equation 2 as the ratio of actual output (good pieces) to ideal output from the 

process based on the operation time [10]. OEE indicates the fraction of the 

time the process / equipment added value under full operating capacity [11, 

12]. 

OEE =   Availability (Aef) ×Performance (Pef) ×Quality (Qef) ... (2) 

The OEE shows the relationship between the Valuable Operating Time 

(VOT) to the machine Loading Time (LT) as indicated in equation 3. 

     
                             

                 
 ... (3) 

In the above equation 3 VOT is the part of the time by which the 

equipment operating under full optimal conditions [13]. The time by which 

the equipment is accessible for process after deducting the planned 

stoppages, minor stoppages, management related aspects like want of 

material, want of operator, want of order from customers is called LT [14]. 

The difference between the LT and VOT is due to the presence of various 

losses. It has been grouped majorly into six categories with six big losses 

[15]. The metric of TPE and OEE adopted in manufacturing industries have 

several drawbacks / difficulties towards application, which is explained 

below: 

 Raouf [16] explained that losses due to blocking or starvation have not 

been addressed. 

 Jeong et al [4] suggests that the basic definition of OEE will not be 

applicable for capital intensive organisation or industries, where the  
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down time losses related to preventive maintenance / off shits /holidays 

has not been considered. 

 Gouvea da Costa [17] highlighted that actual problems / inefficiencies 

(losses) of the equipment with different types (complexities / varieties) of 

manufacturing (processing / electronic system / assembly) cannot be 

grouped under the categorized six big losses. By this, mismatching of 

losses will lead to misunderstanding of the OEE and its implications. 

In addition to the above, OEE will only be evaluated based on the 

efficiency of the single equipment in the production line. In a product 

manufacturing company, the machines are not separate / isolate. The output 

of one machine could be the key for other machines. In addition to that, 

losses due to handing of material between the machines within the factory, 

buffers / stock holding queues has an impact on the output with an 

equipments at the product line [18]. Similarly in the TPE evaluation index, 

reduction in cycle time due to the improvements carried over in setup / 

changeover will reduce the VAT. The reduction of VAT will reduce the TPE. 

Therefore these two indexes of performance evaluation need to be modified 

towards continuous line manufacturing industries or system. 

 

3 Continuous Line Manufacturing System (CLMS) 
 

From Figure 1, it has been inferred that the products are moving 

continuously and sequentially between the machines in the product line.  

 

 
Figure 1 Continuous Product Line Production System [19] 

  

The machines are linked and the arrangement of the machines (routing) 

are laid as per the sequence of the product flow, towards obtaining maximum 

effectiveness of the product line. The raw material that enters in the first, 

second and third processes are the consequent sustainable processes in the 

product line which consist of n-processes with process-n being the last 

machine in the product line, in which the outcome / output (finished goods) 

has been obtained. Here the important aspect in CLMS is the Operating Time  
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(OT) of the first process and the LT of the second process.  OT is the position 

of performing the job in a manufacturing process which is calculated by, 

                
                       

                                           
 

By this concept, which is adopted towards down the processes in the 

product line, consists of n processes. Then, the OT of the (n-1)
th
 processes 

will be the LT of the nth processes. By this, instead of measuring the 

performance of single machine, it is necessary to evaluate the performance 

and adopt complete system towards the product line [20].  So in order to 

assess the complete product line, it is necessary to design a suitable index 

towards it. 

 

4 Problem Background 
 

In CLMS, the effectiveness of the manufacturing line depends on the 

activities / efforts / kaizens carried over on the complete line (factory wide). 

Brandt [21] suggested a metric as given equation 4 called Overall Plant 

Efficiency (OPLE) which is the product of OEE, Capacity usages (C) and 

operating efficiency of all machines in the product line. 

OPLE = OEE×C× ŋLop ... (4) 

An operative approach suggested by Chan et al [22] towards evaluation 

of the efficiency of a product line is dependent on the bottleneck process 

cycle time. In addition to that, he highlighted that the quality defects which 

occur at the Upstream (US) processes in the product line from the bottleneck 

sustainable process to be reduced directly in the concerned processes 

performance parameter (one of the factors in the OEE calculation). Whereas 

the defects which occurs at the Downstream (DS) processes from the 

bottleneck processes in the product line be considered specially and its 

estimation is given in equation-6. According to him the suggested index is 

given in equation-5. 

OEE= ABN ×PBN × QTot ... (5) 

 

     
       

    
 ...             (6) 

Where,  ABN = Availability 

 PBN = Performance rate of bottleneck machine and 

 TIBN = Number of products developed  

Shamuvel et al [23] highlighted effectiveness evaluation system / 

methodology and steps in implementing TPM for a tyre manufacturing 

industry. He continues the work with the addition of two management losses 

(i.e. want of operator/material and planned stoppages). This needs to be 

addressed towards effective utilization equipment. 
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Figure 2 OEE Calculation based on Modification [10, 23] 

 

Figure 2 has been developed with the inclusion of management losses in 

OEE evaluation. The Overall Line Effectiveness (OLE) suggested as a 

suitable metric for a CLMS, towards the performance evaluation.  The OLE 

listed in equation 7 has been obtained from the product of Line Availability 

(LA) and Line Production Quality Performance (LPQP).   The evaluation of 

LA and LPQP are given in the equation 8 and equation 9 respectively.  

OLE = LA × LPQP ... (7) 

   
   

  
 ... (8) 

 

      
       

   
 ... (9) 

Here, Gn - Represent the number of OK or good (after deduction of the 

rejection / defect/ rework) products manufactured in the last 

operation/process in product line  

 CTBN  - Total cycle time of bottleneck machine  

 LPQP  - Ratio of the actual and ideal productive rate of the line 

 OT1   - Operating time for first machine in the product line 

For the CLMS, the performance index OLE is directly applicable and is 

capable in identifying the bottleneck parameter (losses) and the 

corresponding machine associated towards the constraint. The basic 

assumption made in the CLMS as given in the Figure 2 is that there is no 

buffer /inventory / stock of Raw Material (RM) / Semi Finished Goods 

(SFG) in between the processes (process-1 to process-n) of the product line, 

irrespective about the working condition (cycle time / availability ) of the 

processes. So the developed index of OLE may not be directly applicable. 

Even if it is applicable, the output value (without considering the inventory) 

will under estimate the efficiency of the line. 
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Marcello Braagila, [24] developed the metric to measure the 

effectiveness of the line by considering the stock in between the processes. 

The metric has been called as OEE of a Manufacturing Line (OEEML). In 

the index establishment, they include the process called degradation of the 

Ideal Cycle Time (CYTi) and new set of losses (in addition to six big losses) 

like machine PM, blocks and starvation. Here, the losses and stock has been 

integrated with concerned process CYTi. These additional losses have been 

categorized as Equipment Dependent Losses (EDL) and Equipment 

Independent Losses (EIL). By doing modification in equipment, EDL has 

been reduced, whereas with the help of change in layout, line balancing the 

EIL has been reduced. Even though the procedure towards establishment of 

OEEML is lengthier, for easy understanding, the important equations 

towards its estimate are given in equation 10, equation 11 and equation 12. In 

these establishments, the assumption made is: there is no inventory between 

the processes in the product line. If the inventory has been considered in 

between the process, then the OEEML has been modified and listed in 

equation 13.  

       *
    

    
+          ... (10) 

TOEELM = OEEMLM × AExtLM ... (11) 

OEEMLM = OEELM×APMLM ... (12) 

By considering the inventories in between the process of the product line, 

the above equation 10 has been modified and given as in equation 13. 

OEEML=OEEMTBN×BNS×USL×IL×DSQ ... (13) 

Where, 

APMLM - Availability loss due to PM task carried over in last 

machine 

AExtLM - Availability loss due to external causes of last machine 

BNS - Bottleneck shifting ratio of real cycle time of Theoretical 

Bottle Neck Machine (TBN) 

CTBN - Line cycle time of the bottleneck machine 

CTLM - Line cycle time of final machine 

DSQ  - Downstream quantity 

IL  - Intermediate losses 

OEEMLM - Real machinery efficiency 

OEELM - OEE of last machine in the product line 

OEEMTBN - Real machine efficiency of bottleneck 

TOEELM - Total OEE of last machine in the line 

USL - Upstream losses 

 

5 Problem 
 

OEEML provide simple results in evaluation of effectiveness using the  
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cycle time of the machines in the product line and total overall equipment 

effectiveness i.e. considerations of OEE of last machine with the external 

losses and planned maintained activities related to last machine for the line 

that contains no inventory in between the process of the product line. If the 

inventory and external losses are present in between the processes of the 

product line, then the cycle time have been modified with respect to 

inventory and evaluates the effectiveness for the line. In both cases the 

effectiveness has been evaluated by considering each machine in the line as 

single entity and the loading time must be same for all machines in the 

product line. In practice for the CLMS, all machines in the line must be 

synchronized in such a way that the output of 1st machine will be the input 

for second machine as shown in Figure 1. So, the performance of last 

machine must depend on the previous machine in the product line. It has not 

been considered as single entity/single equipment. 

 The estimate of different cycle time towards real efficiency evaluation 

like cycle time of real constrained operation, theoretical bottleneck machine 

of CLMS is practically very difficult and for the same value of the different 

process/equipment cycle time in the product line will lead to confusion in 

selection of bottle neck machine in the line. For example, the actual cycle 

time of processes is equal to the actual cycle time with internal loses and 

external losses.  

Therefore, in this method of effectiveness, evaluation of bottleneck 

machine identification becomes very difficult. So, the evaluation of line 

effectiveness using modification/link losses with cycle time will lead into 

wrong conclusion of bottleneck machine identification and also the planned 

stoppage (due to machine cleaning time / want of order/ want of material / 

want of operator) has been skipped (not addressed) in the OLE evaluation, 

which needs to be considered for the real effectiveness evaluation of product 

line. Similarly, the Calendar Time (CT) of 365 days in a year must be equal 

to loading time of the product line, then only improvements related to 

planning improvement, marketing effectiveness (to meet out continuous 

customer orders), cleaning time reduction will have an impact on 

effectiveness evaluation [25]. By considering the above issues (related to 

OEEML and OLE) in the effectiveness evaluation of CLMS, the new 

modified metric has been suggested. 

 

6 Proposed Methodology 
 

In this proposed method, modified effectiveness evaluation metric called 

OMLE has been suggested. The OMLE has been obtained from the existing 

CLMS evaluation metric of OLE. OMLE takes an account of the line 

organisational losses like material handling damage, online inspection 

quantity time lapse and stock in between the processes in the product line. In 

the proposed method adopted towards CLMS, the management losses like  
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planned stoppage for cleaning, want of material, want of labour has also been 

considered as non-availability of equipment for operation. So, this has been 

included into availability losses. The calendar time (e.g. for a day of 24 

hours/1440 minutes/86400 seconds) will be the loading time for the first 

machine in the product line.  

The data obtained from the process-1 will be the input for process-2 

therefore the Operation Time (OT) of process-1 will be the Loading Time 

(LT) or CT for the process-2. The inventory stored in between the process-1 

and process-2 has been converted as Manufacturing Time (MT) using the 

cycle time of the process-1. MT is the product of cycle time of previous 

process and the inventory quantity stored between the two processes. The 

MT will be added to the LT of the process-2 or next processes in the product 

line. For the process-1 in the product line, the value of MT is considered as 

zero, because the process-1 is not dependent on any previous process. If there 

is no material, the process-1 to process-n will not function because all the 

machines are connected in series (refer Figure 2 of CLMS). Similarly the 

output of good products (after removing the quantity of rejected pieces) from 

the process-1 will be the input product for the process-2 in the product line. 

This will be extended till to obtain the final good pieces from the nth 

processes. In addition to that, the inventory goods stored between the 

processes must be added with the good quantity transfer from the previous 

processes in the product line. The above procedure towards establishment of 

loading time and good quantity transfer will be extended till nth process in 

the product line.  Like in OLE establishment, the rejected quantity has not 

been shifted to next process (rework is costlier and not accepted by majority 

of original equipment manufacturer), so there is no need to establish the line 

quality. The equation towards establishment of OMLE is given below 

equation 14.  

OMLE=LA×LPQP ... (14) 

The losses associated towards the OMLE establishment are given in 

Figure 3 which is obtained from the six big losses. 

The procedure or sequence towards establishing the value of Line 

Availability (LA) as given in equation 15 and Line Production Quality 

Performance (LPQP) as given in equation 17 of the n process product line. 

LA has been obtained from the ratio of the operating time of the n
th
 processes 

(OTn) to the normal calendar time. It has been multiplied with the ratio of 

maximum calendar time from process-1 to process-n in the product line and 

maximum of increased calendar time (because of inventory lies in between 

the processes) from process-1 to process-n.   

   (
   

  
 

           
   

            
   ) ... (15) 

In the equation 15, CT is the total time based on the calendar period of 

consideration. It may be in terms of year or month or day. The equation  
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towards its estimation is given in equation 16.  

 

 

 
Figure 3 OMLE Evaluations with its Associated Losses [22] 

 

OTi = OTi-1-DTi ... (16) 

The OT of individual process for different processes is illustrated as  

Process-1 : OT1 = CT - DT1  

OT0 = CT (OT of the Initial/starting machine OT0) 

Process-2 : OT2 = OT1 – DT2     

Process-n : OTn = OTn-1 – DTn     

Down Time (DT) is the duration of time by which the equipment is not 

working due to the occurrence of failure / setup / adjustment carried out on 

the particular processes-1 in the CLMS. 

LPQP evaluates the maintenance of specified/planned speed towards 

production of required quality product for the planned / allotted time period 

of the product line. It can be calculated based on the ratio of Maximum 

Quantity Transfer (MQT) in the product line with the OT of the first process 

(OT1) in the product line. The MQT can be estimated from the product of 

maximum Line Transfer Quantity (LTQ) between the process-1 to process-n 

in the product line and the bottleneck CYT.  

LPQP = (((Max (LTQi) i=1 
i=n

) * CYT) / OT1) ... (17) 

In the above equation 17, the maximum quantity transfer between the 

processes is the number of goods produced in the current process subtracted 

with the rejected pieces and addition of the stock quantity stored at the exit of 

the concerned processes. The good / quality output (Gi) from the CLMS is 

dependent on the possible number of pieces / quantity produced (n) 

subtracted with the rejected quantity due to the downgraded quality (Di), and 

rework (Ri) due to quality characteristic reduction. The equation for 

estimating „Gi‟ is given in equation 18. 

Gi = Ni - (Di+ Ri) ... (18) 
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In the CLMS, for process-1, the line output depends on the cycle time of 

process-1 and its concerned operating time OT1. The general equation for 

calculating „Ni‟ is given in equation-19. 

   
        

    
 ... (19) 

In the equation 19, the numerator is called as net operating time; it has 

been obtained by deduction of the Performance Reduction Time (PRT) of the 

concerned processes from the operating time of the concerned processes. The 

PRT occurrence in a process of CLMS may be due to losses like start-up 

issues, minor stoppages and idling. From the equation 18 and equation 19 for 

the various processes in the product line, it has been derived as below: 

For process-1,      

   
   
    

 

G1= N1-(D1+R1) 

Now after processing from process-1, it has been shifted to process-2. 

Therefore, the output from each process (OPi) has been obtained by adding it  

with the Inventory Quantity (IQi) stored before the next process or after the 

end process-1. Therefore, for process-1 it has been given as in equation 20. 

OP1= G1+ IQ1 ... (20) 

And the LTQ from one process to the next process involves the losses 

related to Online Inspection Loss Time (OLILT) and the quantity losses 

during Material Online Handling Loss Time (MHLQ). It has been termed as 

line organisational losses. Therefore, the LTQ from process-1 to process-

2(next process) is expressed below equation 21. 

          (
        

    
        ) ... (21) 

In general the value of ni can be calculated by using equation 22. 

If   LTQi-1 ≤ Ni; then Gi=LTQi-1 - (Di + Ri + PRTi) ... (22) 

Gi= Ni-(Di + Ri + PRTi) ... (23) 

OPi= Gi+ IQ(i+1) ... (24) 

 

          (
               

    
               ) ... (25) 

Whereas n
th
 process in the CLMS (by considering the line output directly 

send for warehouse/end customer) 

OPn = Gn ... (26) 

LTQn= OPn ... (27) 

The sequence of calculation from process-1 to process-n is similar to 

flow chart framed by Nachiappan, et al towards CLMS without inventories. 

To evaluate current manufacturing line effectiveness, the inventory (stored 

after nth process) has not been considered. Now, using the above equations 

as per the flow chart towards n processes in the CLMS, the OMLE has been 

calculated manually and discussed in the application methodology part 

followed below 
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7 Application Methodology   

 

The OMLE evaluation methodology has been adopted in army vehicle 

(tanker) tyre manufacturing industry. The product flow consists of 4 

sustainable processes and the sequence of the processes are milling, 

moulding, deflashing and painting [26, 27]. 

The product flow is shown in Figure 4. There are four processes of 

mixing, moulding, defusing and painting. Each process will go for online 

inspection and based on the result the product may go for next process or 

scrap. The raw material could be come out as finished product after crossing 

the four levels of process only. The product flow is continuous, and it follows 

the CLMS principle. The order has been received from the defence sector, 

based on their requirement like packing quantity and quality. The rubber 

company located in South India has planned, allocated the machines and  

operators in each of the 4 processes / departments. Based on the Production 

Planning and Control (PPC) report, the order has been accomplished within 7 

days and the 4 processes needs to run in the day shift (for security reasons) 

for 8 hours (CT =28800 seconds). Based on the execution of operation in all 

the 4 processes in the product flow, the quantity production, time loss, 

quantity loss, inventory hold between the processes are observed and noted 

as in Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Army Vehicle Tyre Manufacturing-CLMS 

 

In Table 1, the value in each column indicates the time (in minutes) and 

quantities (in numbers) with respect to the concerned processes in the tyre 

manufacturing line. The data has been grouped under four categories like 

management related, equipment related, performance quality related and 

handling/ storage related. In Table 1, the zero in the concerned cell indicates 

that the concerned loss is NIL in that concerned process for the specified 

period. Using the equation 15 and equation 17, the major contributing 

parameter of OMLE like LA and LPQP of the army vehicle tyre  
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Table 1 Input Observations Data of Army Vehicle Tyre Manufacturing Line 
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1. Management – Related 

A. Scheduled 

Meeting Time                         
mins SMTi 0  0  0  0 

B. Cleaning Time –
Planned Stoppage 

mins PSi 0        0  0  0  0 

C. Production 

Adjustment Time 
mins PATi 0  0  0  0 
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A. Planned  
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Maintenance  
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manufacturing product line has been estimated as 96.99 % and 63.83% 

respectively. From the equation-14 the OMLE has been estimated as 61.90%.  

The OMLE value indicates that in the shift of 8 hours for the period of 7 

days (3360 minutes), the army vehicle tyre manufacturing line makes good 

output (105 numbers of tyres) only for the period of  2079 minutes (61.9%). 

Here the assumption made towards calendar time estimation for the army 

tyre manufacturing line is 3360 minutes (one shift - 8 hours operation per day 

has only be considered due to safety consideration) instead of 10880 minutes. 

According to Figure 3, the valuable operating time of the army vehicle tyre 

manufacturing four processes product line is only 2079 minutes in the CT of 

3360 minutes. 

 
8 Results and Discussion  

 

The OMLE value provides useful information to the engineers to make 

decision about the performance of the production line. The management 

losses like the time spent for planned stoppage, cleaning, planning lapse, and 

adjustment / alteration/ change are more important for the capital intensive 

industry and CLMS. The OEE, OLE evaluation methodology has been work 

out losses of time by LT in which the management losses has not been 

included/considered. Therefore, in the OMLE evaluation methodology time 

reduction (losses) due to management, related in-action has been considered 

towards availability of processes in the product line. Here the loading time of 

the product line has been obtained after deducting the management loss from 

the calendar time as referred by Figure 2 and Figure 3 and also in the 

management losses, the time spent for scheduled meeting time, cleaning time 

has been added. Because during the initial stages of executing improvements 

these time losses will be high and in due course autonomous maintenance 

(JHISU KOZEN) and in focussed improvements (KOBETSUKAIZEN), the 

time has been reduced [28].  

 
Table 2 Comparison of Effectiveness Evaluation Index Obtain from using Various 

Methods 

  

Type/ 

Category 

OEE 

(Average) [19] 

OEE 

(Multiply) [21] 

OLE 

[29]   

OEEML 

[30] 
OMLE 

without inventory in line 
with inventory in 

line 

Line 

availability 
97.56 90.58 95.46 -- 96.99 

Line 

performance 
94.54 79.88 

51.47 -- 63.83 

Line quality  87.50 58.56 

Overall 

Effectiveness 
80.72 42.37 49.13 93.57 61.90 
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Hence, in order to assess these improvements, these time losses are 

added in the management related losses. If not included, it will lead to under-

utilisation /under estimation of the resources in the organisation. The 

advantages of this OMLE evaluation method for the four processes product 

line as shown in Figure 4 has been clearly understood by comparing it with 

other metrics of evaluation and tabulated in the Table 2. 

Based on the results in Table 2, it has been inferred that performance 

index like OEE averaging and OEEML are over estimating the effectiveness 

of the CLMS. Similarly, OEE multiplying and OLE are under estimating the 

effectiveness of the CLMS. Comparing with OEE and OLE, OEEML will 

consider the inventory between the processes in the CLMS. In OEEML, the  

effectiveness has been evaluated individually (process wise - availability, 

performance and quality). For the similar / same value of cycle time and sum 

of loss time in the process lies between the product line, all the similarities of 

processes has been identified/selected as bottleneck process. It will lead to 

confusion for engineers to choose and execute the improvement among the 

bottleneck processes in the CLMS. 

 

9 Conclusions 
 

Quantitative data is essential before executing improvements in an 

organization. This paper made an attempt towards evaluating the 

effectiveness of the CLMS with inventory in between the processes of the 

product line. The OMLE has been evolved in line with the principle of OEE 

and OLE evaluation. The proposed method of OMLE evaluation has been 

validated with a case study carried out in an army vehicle tyre manufacturing 

industry located in South India. In the case study the real bottleneck 

parameter (losses in the concerned processes) has been identified in the 

product line. With this the engineers in the tyre manufacturing industry have 

carried out improvements. In this effectiveness evaluation, the additional 

losses like management losses, line handling losses are considered and 

effectiveness has been estimated with respect to calendar time instead of 

loading time. Comparison of various performance indexes like OEE, OLE, 

OEEML and OMLE for the four sustainable processes, product line in army 

vehicle tyre manufacturing has been made. The OMLE will reflect the real 

effectiveness of the product line and it will pave the way to attack the real 

bottleneck parameter in the product line within the specific period. The 

limitations related to OMLE evaluation index is, that it will only be 

applicable for the series of machines being interconnected in the product line.  

In a practical environment, the machines are grouped in the product line in a 

series and parallel manner. Also the improvement in the factory has been 

assessed by the cost savings / market share rather than time savings. Hence, it 

is necessary to consider cost in addition to time alone towards development 

as a linked overall performance metric. 
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